City of Ellsworth
Planning Board Meeting
Minutes - Wednesday, June 5, 2019
Chairman John Fink, Vice-chairman John DeLeo, Secretary Roger
Lessard, regular member Mike Howie and alternate members Rick
Lyles and David Burks were present. Regular member Lisa Enman (out
of town for work) was absent from the meeting. With her absence,
Lyles served as a voting member.

Attendance: six
members present,
one absence

City staff present were Code Enforcement Officer/Interim Planner
Dwight Tilton, Fire Inspector Mike Hangge and Assistant City Planner
Steve Fuller. City Manager David Cole and Economic Development
Director Janna Richards were also present for part of the meeting in the
audience.

Several city staff
members present

1.) Call to Order

Chairman John Fink called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM. He had
each of the six board members present introduce themselves.

Meeting called to
order at 6:30 PM

Fink noted alternate member David Burks was present for his first
Planning Board meeting while regular member Mike Howie was at his
final meeting (Howie ' s term expires June 30 and he opted not to be
reappointed). Fink presented a certificate of appreciation to Howie for
his six-and-a-half years of service on the board.

New member
Burks is welcomed
and departing
member Howie is
thanked for his
service (6.5 years)

The chairman noted that former City Planner Michele Gagnon had a
standing policy that board members, once appointed, were not allowed
to leave the board; with Gagnon' s departure, Fink joked, Howie was
now making his exit.

Gagnon 's no-leave
policy now no
longer in effect

2.) Adoption of Minutes from the May 1, 2019 meeting
Member Rick Lyles made a motion to adopt the minutes of the May 1,
2019 meeting. Several seconds were made, the first by Howie, and the
motion then carried unanimously (5-0) without any discussion. Burks
also voted in favor of the motion, but as an alternate member his vote
was not counted in the official tally for this or subsequent votes.

Adoption of
minutes from May
1, 2019 regular
meeting:
ADOPTED (5-0)

3.) Amendment to an Approved Subdivision titled Weed Estates
Subdivision (Planfile 27-30) for Alice Dow, Jeffrey Dow & Weed
Estates Inc. The amendment would reconfigure Lots 1 through 3 in the
existing four-lot subdivision, adding 0.12 acre to Lot 1 (taken from Lot
2) and 0.18 acre to Lot 2 (taken from Lot 3). Lot 4 would not be
changed. The subject parcels are all on Tax Map 14, Lots 1, 1-1 , 1-2
and 1-3 . The subject land is in the Rural Zone.

WEED ESTATES
SUBDIVISION for
Alice Dow, Jeffrey
Dow& Weed
Estates Inc.
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a.) PUBLIC HEARING, DELIBERATION, FINDING OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSION
Steve Salsbury was present to represent the applicant. He said the
applicant was seeking permission to move interior lot lines within the
existing subdivision, in order to accommodate the structures that were
built on the lots. There were no questions from the board.
At 6:35 PM, Fink opened a public hearing. No one came forward to
speak, and the public hearing was closed.

Steve Salsbury
representing the
applicant, explains
why applicant is
seeking to amend
Public hearing at
6:35 PM, no one
from public speaks

Vice-chair John DeLeo made a motion to approve the amendment
to an approved subdivision titled Weed Estates Subdivision
(Planfile 27-30) for Alice Dow, Jeffrey Dow & Weed Estates Inc.,
which would reconfigure Lots 1 through 3 in the existing four-lot
subdivision, adding 0.12 acre to Lot 1 (taken from Lot 2) and 0.18
acre to Lot 2 (taken from Lot 3), and Lot 4 would not be changed;
the subject parcels are all on Tax Map 14, Lots 1, 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3,
and the subject land is in the Rural Zone. Lyles seconded the
motion and with no discussion, the motion was then approved
unanimously (5-0).

WEED ESTATES
SUBDIVISION
(for Alice Dow,
Jeffrey Dow &
Weed Estates
Inc.):
APPROVED, 5-0

4.) Final Plan Review for a Minor Subdivision titled Meghan C.
Fellis Subdivision for Meghan Fellis. The proposal is to divide a 13.3acre parcel (Tax Map 117, Lot 20) on the Mariaville Road into four
parcels, ranging in size from 2.4 to 4.2 acres. The subject property
contains land in both the Rural and Limited Residential zones.
a.) PUBLIC HEARING, DELIBERATION, FINDING OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSION

MEGHANC.
FELL IS
SUBDIVSION for
Meghan Fellis

Code Enforcement Officer/Interim Planner Dwight Tilton asked that the
application be tabled until next month. He explained that Andrew
McCullough, the applicant's agent, was unable to be at the Planning
Board meeting as he was attending an awards ceremony at Ellsworth
High School that night where his daughter, Kaitlin, was being
recognized. There was no objection from the board to this request.

Application tabled
until next month
as Andrew
McCullough was
unable to attend
tonight's meeting

5.) Final Plan Review for a Minor Subdivision and Revision to an
Existing Subdivision titled Happytown Heights (Planfile 17-136) for
Christopher Derr. The amendment would divide the existing 5.54-acre
Lot 4 (Tax Map 89, Lot 2) at 884 Happytown Road lot into three
separate lots, two of them 1.85 acres each and one of them 1.84 acres.
The division would trigger the creation of a new, minor subdivision.
The subject land is in the Drinking Water Zone.

HAPPYTOWN
HEIGHTS for
Christopher Derr
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a.) PUBLIC HEARING, DELIBERATION, FINDING OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSION
Christopher Derr was present to represent himself and was joined by
Steve Salsbury. Derr explained he was looking to split the existing lot
into three separate lots, noting the sizes of each. He noted the revised
plan presented at this meeting showed a 20-foot-wide right-of-way on
the front of Lot 4-3, to serve as a means of access to both that lot and
Lot 4-2 (because based on a measurement by city staff, adequate sight
distance could not be achieved for Lot 4-2).

Chris Derr here to
represent himself,
joined by surveyor
Steve Salsbury
Derr explains idea
of shared ROW

Lyles asked about the sight distance issue and asked if it had been
Discussion about
resolved. DeLeo referred to minutes from the May 1 meeting where
sight distance,
preliminary review was held for the project and said there was
shared right-ofdiscussion at that meeting about driveways being shown on the plan for way and
lots 4-2 and 4-3. Tilton said there is adequate sight distance from the
driveways, for lots
southern comer of Lot 4-3. He noted that a road opening permit has to
4-2 and 4-3
be obtained before a building permit is issued, and that city staff will
make sure at that time that there is adequate sight distance. "I think the
city' s got enough control in it to make sure that it's done right when it
Tilton: city will
comes to us," Tilton said. As discussion continued, he clarified that the
ensure there is
20-foot-wide right-of-way is intended to serve both Lot 4-3 and Lot 4-2. adequate sight
DeLeo said that answered his questions and satisfied his concern.
distance
DeLeo then questioned if the sight distance for the existing driveway on
Lot 4-1 was sufficient. Tilton noted that it has been in place for a long
time and that he was not aware of any issues. He said people who are
familiar with the comer will slow down for it.
Fink asked if there was any information presented on drainage
(stormwater). Tilton noted no impervious surface was being created at
this time, as it was a split of land.
At 6:45 PM, Fink opened a public hearing. No one came forward to
speak, and the public hearing was closed.

Member Roger Lessard made a motion with regard to the final
plan review for a minor subdivision and revision to an existing
subdivision titled Happytown Heights (Planfile 17-136) for
Christopher Derr, with the amendment dividing the existing 5.54acre Lot 4 (Tax Map 89, Lot 2) at 884 Happytown Road into three
separate lots, two of them 1.85 acres each and one of them 1.84
acres; with said division creating of a new, minor subdivision, and
with the subject land being in the Drinking Water Zone. Lyles
seconded the motion. Assistant City Planner Steve Fuller asked for
clarification about the intent of the motion; that it was, in fact, to

Question about
driveway for Lot
4-1
Question about
drainage
(stormwater)
Public hearing at
6:45 PM, no one
from public speaks
HAPPYTOWN
HEIGHTS (for
Christopher Derr):
APPROVED (5-0)
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approve the project. There was confirmation that that was the intent of
the motion - to approve the project. There was no discussion among
the board members, and the vote to approve was unanimous (5-0).

HAPPYTOWN
HEIGHTS:
APPROVED (5-0)

6.) Final Plan Review for a Major Use Site Development and Major
Subdivision titled Denver Way Eco Homes for Jonathan Bates. The
proposal is to build 15 single-family, two-bedroom homes on an 8.5acre parcel ofland (Tax Map 58, Lot 19-3) on Denver Way off of the
Bangor Road. The subject land is in the Urban Zone.
a.) PUBLIC HEARING, DELIBERATION, FINDING OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSION

DENVER WAY
ECO HOMES for
Jonathan Bates

Jonathan Bates
Chip Haskell from CES was present to represent the applicant, along
with Jonathan Bates. Haskell outlined the specifics of the proposal: 15and Chip Haskell
single family homes with attached garages on Denver Way off of the
present for project
Bangor Road. He said not much had changed since the May I meeting,
but that some adjustments had been made as a result of feedback from
Haskell gives
the Technical Review Team process. Haskell said septic and stormwater general overview
of the project
infrastructure will be added, and that all houses will be served by
private water and sewer.
Lyles asked for an explanation of how post-development stormwater
flow is less than the pre-development flow. Haskell explained that such
reduction is required by ordinance. He said stormwater on site will be
routed to the proposed treatment areas, which will slow down the flow
and treats it from a quality perspective. Discussion continued on this
matter, and Lyles was satisfied with the answer.
Lessard asked if the stormwater systems have to be inspected. Haskell
said they do, and Tilton noted that Deputy Code Enforcement Officer
Lori Roberts has been trained for such inspection.

Lyles asks about
stormwater, and
Haskell gives an
explanation
Question about
inspection of
stormwater
infrastructure

Howie asked Fire Inspector Mike Hangge if there was adequate
emergency vehicle access within the site. Hangge said there is. He said
fire department staff has worked with the applicant to ensure that the
turning radius shown on the plans is adequate for the department' s
largest vehicle.

Questions about
emergency vehicle
access, Inspector
Hangge answers

DeLeo asked about the entrance at the intersection of Denver Way and
Route IA, specifically the angle. Haskell noted the applicant worked
with the Maine Department of Transportation and modified the existing
entrance permit, widening the entrance to allow for easier right-hand
turns into the site off of the Bangor Road. DeLeo asked if Hangge was
OK with what was proposed there, and Hangge said Fire Chief Richard
Tupper was satisfied with the proposal. DeLeo thanked Haskell for
working with MDOT to improve the existing situation at that location.

DeLeo asks about
intersection of
Denver Way and
Route lA (Bangor
Road); Haskell
and Hangge
answer, DeLeo is
satisfied
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At 6:53 PM, Fink opened a public hearing. No one came forward to
speak, and the public hearing was closed.

Public hearing at
6:53 PM, no one
from public speaks

Lyles made a motion that the final plan for the major use site
development and major subdivision titled Denver Way Eco Homes
be approved, noting that the proposal is to build 15 single-family,
two-bedroom homes on an 8.5-acre parcel of land (Tax Map 58, Lot
19-3) on Denver Way off of the Bangor Road, with the subject land
being in the Urban Zone. Howie seconded the motion, and without
any further discussion the motion was approved unanimously (5-0).

DENVER WAY
ECO HOMES (for
Jonathan Bates):
APPROVED (5-0)

7.) Final Plan Review for a Major Use Site Development and Major
Subdivision titled Jefferson Luxe for Ruger Properties, LLC. The
proposal is to build four, three-story multifamily housing buildings with
a total of 45 residential units on a 1.91-acre parcel (Tax Map 16, Lot 3)
off of Good StuffWay, located off of the Beechland Road. The subject
land is in the Commercial Zone.
a.) PUBLIC HEARING, DELIBERATION, FINDING OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSION

JEFFERSON
LUXE for Ruger
Properties, LLC

Haskell and Bates remained at the applicant's table for this agenda item.
Haskell gave an overview of the project: four, three-story apartment
buildings with a total of 45 units. He described where the site is located
and said the project would be served by public water and public sewer.
He said a vegetated underdrain soil filter will be installed for
stormwater and described its location. He said that will detain and treat
the runoff that is going to it. He said the plan exceeds city and
Department of Environmental Protection requirements.

Haskell and Bates
remain at
applicant's table to
speak about this
project, too
Haskell gives
overview of
project

Haskell turned to the subject of traffic. He noted the board had a site
visit at the property on June I , and said he had worked closely with the
DOT on this project. He explained how this project and two adjacent
commercial developments (Global Beverage Warehouse and Acadia
Provisions) are viewed as part of a common scheme of development
because it was all originally one lot. He explained how that affects the
DOT's view of the project, and that a traffic impact analysis is required.

Haskell discusses
traffic, site visit
and DOT view of
common scheme of
development on
the subject parcel
of land involved

Haskell said that analysis was done and that DOT was in agreement
with the applicant' s recommendation. Specifically, that the left-tum
signal for traffic coming off of Route 3 and onto Beechland Road be
upgraded to a protected/permitted signal (green arrow, and solid green
ball) from the protected (green arrow only) signal it is currently. Haskell
said the hope is this will allow more traffic to get off of High Street at
times that it currently cannot tum left. Haskell said the model shows
that the change should improve traffic flow at the intersection

Haskell talks
about proposed
upgrade to
protected I
permitted left-turn
signal off of High
Street onto
Beechland Road
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"drastically." He said the Jefferson Luxe development adds a
"miniscule" amount of traffic to the area overall, considering what is
there currently. He said traffic from the project will not have a great
impact on the intersection, but that the proposed upgrade will (in a
positive way).

Haskell: Jefferson
Luxe itself adds
very little traffic

DeLeo asked if a protected/permitted signal would be put in place for
southbound traffic at the intersection as well. Haskell said that is not
proposed. He did note that traffic counts will be done in July and
August, too (at MDOT's request), and that those numbers will be used
to improve the timing sequences at the light. DeLeo acknowledged the
proposed change will get more traffic through the intersection, but said
it also will increase the chances of crashes involving left-turning
northbound traffic and oncoming southbound traffic. Haskell
acknowledged DeLeo' s point, and added that the changes should move
the level of service at the intersection from an F to a C.

More discussion
on traffic signal,
DeLeo has
concerns about
crashes
Haskell says
overall level of
service will be
improved

Lessard asked if there were plans to synchronize the
High/Beechland/Buttermilk signal with other traffic lights in the city' s
system. Haskell said it would not be his call. Lessard addressed his
question to City Manager David Cole in the audience, who said it is
"pivotal link in our system." With all the development in the area, Cole
said, "it's on our radar screen, for sure."

Question from
Lessard about
synchronizing
traffic signals, City
Manager Cole
gives an answer

Discussion shifted to impervious cover. DeLeo asked about the change
in lot size from the last meeting (1.82 acres to 1.91 acres). Haskell said
the city' s tax records had the lot at 1.82 acres, but an on-site boundary
survey showed it was 1.91 acres. Haskell said they went with the more
accurate information.

Discussion on
impervious cover
(follow-up from
last meeting)

Tilton said he had another engineer (Andrew McCullough) run the new Tilton: another
numbers for the Jefferson Luxe property to calculate the impervious
engineer looked at
coverage, and that he came up with 71 percent. That is under the 75
this and confirmed
percent maximum cap that is in place in the Commercial Zoning
they are under the
District. DeLeo noted there were also changes in proposed structure
maximum 75%
footprint area, proposed impervious surface area and proposed
impervious cover
development surface area. He called them "quite drastic" changes, and
he asked how the changes could have taken place when it did not appear General discussion
much if anything had changed on the site plan itself (other than the lot
about numbers
size). Haskell said he was not sure where the numbers came from
and how they
originally, but that he was "very comfortable with the numbers we
changed from
provided." DeLeo asked, "Which time?" Haskell said the numbers in
preliminary to
the application now work, and have been verified by peer review.
final
Lyles said it "would be nice if all the calculations were kind of, like, the
same." He said it should be squared away. Lyles said by his

Lyles: All numbers
should match up
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calculations, the percentage was 76 percent. He explained how he
reached that calculation. Haskell explained how he reached his figure,
which was calculated differently. Lyles was satisfied with that
explanation, but reiterated that numbers should match across the board.

More discussion
about calculations
and figures

Lyles asked about stormwater, and ensuring there will be no flow on to
the neighboring Haslam property. Haskell said there will still be flow,
but that it will be decreased post-development from pre-development.

Question about
stormwater and
Haslam property

Lyles returned to the subject of traffic and asked what happens if the
summer counts prove problematic. Haskell said the applicant will work
with the state, and noted that the traffic generation numbers from
Jefferson Luxe are sound and will not have a significant adverse impact
on the intersection. Haskell said the point of the counts is to aid in the
timing plan efforts. Discussion continued. Lyles said his concern is not
so much High Street, but rather if the traffic queue on Beechland is such
that it goes back past Good Stuff Way. Haskell said the applicant would
like to add some signage instructing people not to block the intersection
and also add striping if the city is agreeable. He said in the peak hour,
there are approximately 12 additional vehicles coming on to Good Stuff
Way. He said he did not think the queue on Beechland would prove
problematic.

Lyles asks about
traffic counts and
what they will be
used for, Haskell
explains to aid in
timing plan work

DeLeo noted he was unable to make the June 1 site visit, and asked
about the right in/right out at the Route 3 end of Good Stuff Way. He
asked if it would be a good idea to put a "No Left Tum" sign in there,
and the applicant said he would not be opposed to it.

Concerns about
queueing on
Beechland Road
blocking Good
Stuff Way traffic

Question about
Route 3 end of
Good Stuff Way

With no other questions from the board, Fink opened a public hearing at
7:12 PM. No one came forward to speak, and the public hearing was
closed.

Public hearing
held at 7:12 PM,
no one from public
speaks

Lyles made a motion that with regard to the final plan review for a
major use site development and major subdivision titled Jefferson
Luxe for Ruger Properties, LLC, be approved, with the proposal
being to build four, three-story multifamily housing buildings with
a total of 45 residential units on a 1.91-acre parcel (Tax Map 16,
Lot 3) off of Good Stuff Way, located off of the Beechland Road,
and with the subject land is in the Commercial Zone. DeLeo
seconded the motion.

Lyles makes a
motion to approve
the Jefferson Luxe
project as
presented, with a
second from
DeLeo

DeLeo asked if the board needed to be more specific in its motion about
which section(s) of the Unified Development Ordinance the project
complies with, as he said it was something former City Planner Michele
Gagnon referred to before she left to take a job in Bar Harbor. He asked
if wording a motion that way was "a requirement or a Michele

DeLeo asks about
proper wording of
motion and what
needs to be said
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requirement," and Fink said he thought it was more the latter. Fink said
the assumption here is that the materials submitted meet the
requirements of the ordinance by virtue of a vote to approve the project.

Fink answers
DeLeo's question

There was no further discussion and the motion then passed
unanimously (5-0).

JEFFERSON
LUXE (for Ruger
Properties, LLC):
APPROVED (5-0)

8.) Proposed Amendment to the City of Ellsworth Official Land Use
Map. The proposal is to consider the rezoning of land between Douglas
Highway and the Buttermilk Road and also land south of the Buttermilk
Road from the Commercial Zoning District (and one parcel from the
Rural Zoning District) to the Urban Zoning District. The proposed
rezoning includes 18 parcels ofland totaling 114.86 acres± on Tax Map
11 and Tax Map 16.
a.) DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT
b.) PUBLIC HEARING
c.) RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY COUNCIL

PROPOSED
REZONING ON
BUTTERMILK
ROAD(from
Commercial to
Urban Zone)

Tilton gave the board background on this agenda item. He said in 2012,
the area being considered for rezoning was zoned as Commercial with
the creation of the Unified Development Ordinance (Chapter 56). He
said as part of that, to coincide with road work on High Street/Route 3,
the city tried to recoup some of its costs (which totaled roughly $2
million) through a development fee. He said this work was done in
consultation with a traffic engineer. He said in that process, singlefamily homes were no longer allowed in the Commercial Zone. The
area being considered for rezoning was formerly in a residential zone.

Tilton gives recent
history of zoning
in the area, notes
single-family
homes not
currently allowed
in the Commercial
Zone

Tilton noted that one lot being looked at tonight, which abuts Lamoine,
was previously rezoned to Rural to allow for the construction of a
single-family home. Since then, he said, others in the area being looked
at have come forward to express interest in building single-family
homes (including one developer who would like to do a subdivision).
Tilton noted former City Planner Michele Gagnon began the process a
couple of years ago, and said the proposal had gone before and received
support from the city's ad hoc Zoning Committee.

One lot was
already rezoned
previously, and
others have
expressed interest
in building singlefamily homes there

Tilton said the proposed new zone (Urban) only prohibits two uses
currently allowed in Commercial (Bulk Storage, of hazardous materials,
and Big Box Stores, those over 100,000 square feet). It opens up a
number of new allowed uses, however, including single-family homes.
Fink asked if the board had questions. DeLeo asked why Lot Q, as
identified on a map provided to the board, was being included in this.

New zone only has
two fewer allowed
uses, and multiple
new allowed uses
DeLeo has a
question about a
particular lot
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He noted it is adjacent to Walmart. Tilton explained that is the lot that
the developer he mentioned earlier owns and would like to do a
residential subdivision on.
From the audience, City Manager Cole noted the proximity to Walmart
would be convenient for people living in the potential subdivision the
developer wants to do. He said it would be a plus for both parties.
At 7:18 PM, Fink opened a public hearing. No one came forward to
speak, and the public hearing was closed.
Fink then asked board members what they wanted to do with "this
extraordinarily complex matter," drawing laughter from those in the
room. Howie said the proposal "makes sense."

DeLeo made a motion to recommend to the City Council that it
accept the proposal to rezone land between Douglas Highway and
the Buttermilk Road and also land south of the Buttermilk Road
from the Commercial Zoning District (and one parcel from the
Rural Zoning District) to the Urban Zoning District, with said
proposed rezoning including 18** parcels of land totaling 114.86
acres± on Tax Map 11 and Tax Map 16. Lyles seconded the motion.
There was no discussion, and it then passed unanimously (5-0).

Tilton answers
DeLeo's question
City Manager Cole
says proximity of
Walmart is a winwin situation
Public hearing at
7:18 PM, no one
from public speaks
Howie: Proposal
"makes sense"

PROPOSED
REZONING ON
BUTTERMILK
ROAD(from
Commercial to
Urban Zone):
RECOMMEND
IN FAVOR (5-0)

**Note: The agenda item read "I 8 parcels of land, " and that phrase
was what DeLeo used in his motion. The correct number ofparcels,
however, and the one subsequently approved by the City Council, is I 7
parcels.
9 & 10.) Signing of Mylars and Adjournment
Fink made a motion to adjourn the meeting as soon as Mylars were
signed, which DeLeo seconded. The motion then carried
unanimously (5-0) at 7:20 PM. Mylars were signed for Weed
Estates Subdivision, Denver Way Eco Homes and Jefferson Luxe.

Minutes prepared by: Steve Fuller, Staff Planner
Minutes approved by Ellsworth Planning Board on July 10, 2019:
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Adjourn at 7:20
PM, (5-0)
Mylars signed for
three projects

Agendas and
minutes posted on
the city of
Ellsworth 's website:
el lswo1thmaine. gov

Roger Lessard, Secretary
Ellsworth Planning Board
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